Nights of the Pufflings-Vocabulary Quiz

Name ______________________

**Directions:** Write the correct word on the line. Spell the words correctly by using the word bank.

**Word Bank**

ashore  burrow  instinctively  stranded  launching
uninhabited  venture

1) Many puffins may __________________ out from their nests.

2) Puffins live in Iceland on __________________ islands.

3) Christopher saw land and then came _____________ to explore the land he discovered.

4) The birds know _________________ how to find worms for their babies.

5) The people were __________________ on the uninhabited island and never rescued.

6) Rabbits may _________________ in the ground to keep warm.

7) Puffins find the coastline great for _________________.

(turn over-you’re not quite done)
Creative Thinking - Choose a vocabulary word and draw a scene below using that word. Then write a sentence about your scene and use the vocabulary word in your sentence.

2 point for the picture (neat and accurate)
2 points for the sentence (correct use of word and spelled it correctly)
2 points for mechanics (capitalized at the beginning and period at the end).

_________________ / 6 points

Write a sentence using the vocabulary word you illustrated.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________